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For performance, the Samsung NP740U5M-X02US has a much better processor. It also contains more memory. Laptops have different operating systems, NP740U5M-X02US has Windows 10 and Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 has Windows 7.To carry NP740U5M-X02US lighter. The
NP740U5M-X02US has more SSD storage NP740U5M-X02US has HDD storage. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates this demo is a seamless insertion of the Icecat LIVE product data sheet on your website. Imagine that this responsive data sheet is included in your online
store's product page. How to integrate Icecat LIVE JavaScript. Long product name Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Black 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 768 pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4 GB DDR2-SDRAM 320 GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium : The short editorial description of Toshiba
Satellite L505D-GS6000 Black 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 768 pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4 GB DDR2-SDRAM 320 GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium 16.0, AMD Turion II Dual-Core M500, 320GB HDD, 4GB DDR2, ATI Radeon HD 4200 Graphics, DVD SuperMulti DL, 802.11b/g/n,
Webcam, Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit Long summary description Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Black 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 768 pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4 GB DDR2-SDRAM 320 GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium: This is an auto-generated long summary of Toshiba
Satellite L505D-GS6000 Black 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 768 pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4 GB DDR2-SDRAM 320 GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium based on the first three specs of the first five group specifications. Toshiba L505D-GS6000 satellite. Form factor: Clamshell. Family of
processors: AMD Turion II Dual Core, Processor Model: M500, CPU frequency: 2.2 GHz. Display diagonal: 40.6 cm (16), HD type: HD, display resolution: 1366 x 768 pixels. Internal memory: 4GB, internal memory type: DDR2-SDRAM. Total storage capacity: 320GB, storage: HDD, optical
drive type: DVD Super Multi DL. On-board graphics adapter model: AMD Radeon HD 4200. Installed operating system: Windows 7 Home Premium. Product color: black product color - color, for example, red, blue, green, black, white. Form factor - the form or design of the product. The
display of the diagonal and display size for this product is measured diagonally, usually in inches. Display resolution - the number of individual pixels in each dimension that can be displayed. It is usually cited as the width of × height, with units in pixels: for example, 1024 × 768 means that
the width is 1024 pixels and the height is 768 pixels. The higher the number of pixels, the sharper the image. The HD type is supported by high definition (e.g. Full HD, 4K Ultra HD). The ratio of aspects is the ratio of the width of the form to its height. For example, 4:3 is common for
standard displays and 16:9 is the ratio for widescreen TV. The processor manufacturer is the manufacturer that produced the processor. CPU model - model number On the computer. CPU frequency - the speed at which the microprocessor microprocessor performs or every vibration of the
watch. The processor requires a fixed number of tick hours, or cycles, to complete each instruction. The faster the speed of the watch, the faster the processor or the faster it can follow the instructions. The speed of the watch is usually determined in MHz, 1 MHz, representing 1 million
cycles per second, or in GHz, 1 GHz, representing 1,000 cycles per second. The higher the processor speed, the better the computer will work. The processor family, a family of processors, is a group of processors produced by a single company over a short period of time, such as Intel
Pentium processors. Processor cores - the number of central processors (cores' in the processor. Some processors have 1 core, others have 2 (e.g. Intel Core Duo) or more (e.g. Intel Xeon E7-2850 has 10 cores). Bus speed system is a communication system that transmits data between
components inside a computer, or between computers. The mother chipnet chipset connects the microprocessor with the rest of the motherboard. that can be stored on the device. Storage is used for storage, such as HDD (hard drive), SSD (solid drive). The number of HDD installed Is the
number of hard drives built into the device. HDD Maximum hard drive storage capacity, usually measured by bytes such as GB. INTERFACE HDD The way to connect the hard drive (HDD) to the rest of the computer via a bus such as ATA or SCSI. HDD the speed of rotation of the hard
drive is expressed in rotations per minute. The faster the better. Optical Drive Type - Optical Drive uses laser to read optical discs such as CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray. Some types of optical drive are: CD ROM drive, CR-RW (CD writer) disc, DVD-ROM. Integrated Card Reader - The device
includes a card reader, such as a card reader in the computer's disk compartment or a thin client, to allow entry using smart/pin cards. Compatible memory cards Types of memory cards that can be used with this product. Memory Stick (MS), MMC, MS PRO, SD, SDHC Discrete graphics
adapter model (often known as graphics card) generates images for display. The discrete graphics adapter connects to the motherboard and usually produces much better graphics than the integrated Adapter. There are different models of discrete graphics adapters. Built-in graphics
adapter - Graphics equipment built into the motherboard or processor, as opposed to separate graphics graphics (video card). On-board graphics uses a processor and RAM to process graphics. Discrete graphics adapter - Onboard graphics adapter model on board - Graphic adapter is the
hardware that produces images on the display. On board means that the graphics adapter is intertwined inside the motherboard. Maximum graphics adapter audio system used to play music or speech. The built-in microphone is a microphone that is inside the product. The speed of reading
the CD Speed can be read using the device. It is given at multiple speeds of the original standard, which has a transmission speed of 150KB per second. The latest technology can have a speed of up to 72x. DVD-R Double layer read speed DVD-R Double layer write speed DVD-R Double
layer to write the speed Of Wi-Fi Popular technology that allows the electronic device to exchange data or connect to the Internet wirelessly using radio waves. Bluetooth is a low-developed radio technology designed to replace the cables and wires currently used to connect or connect
electronic devices such as personal computers, printers and a wide range of portable devices, including mobile phones. Because it uses a radiowave connection, the Bluetooth-enabled device has a permanent, connected connection to any browser it uses. This saves the user a problem
logging in to check for email or news updates, for example. Wi-Fi standards - Type of Wireless Local Network (LAN). It can be special, where units in the network communicate peer-to-peer or infrastructure, where units communicate with each other through a LAN hotspot connects
computers in a small area, such as a home, school, or office. 802.11b,802.11g,Wi-Fi 4 (802.11n) Ethernet LAN - Ethernet LAN (Local Area Network) interface is present, for wired cones via cable. Data From Ethernet LAN fares Different levels of Ethernet LAN connection speed. USB 2.0
ports the number of USB 2.0 ports (connecting interfaces) in the device. USB 2.0 was released in April 2000 (now called Hi-Speed), adding a higher top signaling speed of 480 Mbps (effective bandwidth up to 35 MB/s or 280 Mbps), USB 2.0 ports are usually black. eSATA/USB 2.0 ports
number of nunber ports eSATA/USB 2.0 (connection sockets). Ethernet LAN (RJ-45) ports Ethernet LAN Number (RJ-45) ports (connecting interfaces) in the device. Ethernet LAN (RJ-45) ports allow you to connect your computer to the network. DVI Port Digital Visual Interface (DVI)



introduces a 1/8 video display interface to connect the video source to a display device, such as a computer monitor. VGA (D-Sub) ports the number of VGA (D-Sub) ports (connecting interfaces) in the device. The VGA (D-Sub) represents a 15-pin connector between the computer and the
monitor. It was first introduced in 1987 by IBM. Headphones display the number of sockets/ports where the headphones are connected. S/PDIF from S/PDIF (Sony/Philips Digital Interconnect Format) is digital audio audio used in consumer audio equipment at relatively short distances. The
signal is transmitted either by coaxial cable with RCA connectors, or by fiber optic cable with TOSLINK connectors. The microphone is in the socket where the microphone is connected to the device. ExpressCard slot port for ExpressCard, which contains electronic circuits and connectors to
which external devices (peripherals) can be connected. ExpressCard has replaced the PC Card standard (also known as PCMCIA) and has been in use since 2006. CardBus PCMCIA slot type slots for CardBus PCMCIA. SmartCard slot smart cards, chip cards, or integrated card scheme
(ICC) of any pocket-sized card with built-in circuits. Smart cards can provide identification, authentication, data storage, and application processing. Smart card slots can be found in a variety of electronic devices, such as thin customers. The keyboard is a mock type of key on the keyboard,
and their position on the keyboard. This may vary from country to country. Keyboard language letters that are marked on the keys for the convenience of using a keyboard with a specific language. Number keyboard - Small, palm-sized, seventeen key sections of the computer keyboard,
usually in the far right. The numerical keyboard has numbers from 0 to 9, adding (i), subtraction (-, multiplying (I) and splitting (/) characters, decimal point (.) and Num Lock and Enter keys. Laptop keyboards often don't have a numpad, but can provide numpad input by holding the modifier
key (usually labeled as Fn) and operating keys on a standard keyboard. Operating System Architecture How to customize your computer/smartphone operating system (32-bit/64-bit). Norton Internet Security 2010, Microsoft Office Home and Student 2007 is installed on an operating system
such as iOS on Apple devices, Android for mobile devices. Complete software software is distributed with another product, such as a piece of computer hardware or another electronic device, or a group of software packages that are sold together. The software set is an example of
complete software, like software that is preinstalled on a new computer. Electronic User Guide Bluetooth Stack for Windows by Toshiba TOSHIBA Recovery Media Creator TOSHIBA Media Controller TOSHIBA Media Controller TOSHIBA Bulletin Board TOSHIBA TOSHIBA TOSHIBA
ConfigFree ToSHIBA Drive TOSHIBA DVD Player TOSHIBA Energy saving eco utility TOSHIBA facial recognition TOSHIBA PC Monitor hard drive (HDD) Recovery Microsoft Windows Media Player Microsoft Mail and Writer) Microsoft Silverlight Sonic Solutions Roxio Creator 2010 Internet
Explorer 8 Adobe Acrobat Reader Google Toolbar Sun Java 2 Runtime Environment Battery Battery Battery Type in device, for example (NiCd). Battery capacity Measuring the charge stored in the battery. Determined by the mass of the active material contained in the Battery. The AC
adapter is a AC voltage output cable locking slot holes on the edge of the devices through which the lock cable can be transferred, so that the device can be locked on the table etc. Operating temperature (T-T) minimum and maximum temperatures at which the product can be safely
operated. Storage temperature (T-T) Is the minimum and maximum temperature at which the product can be safely stored. Operating Relative Humidity (H-H) Storage of Relative Humidity (H-H) Operating Impact Environmental Requirements for Optimal Impact Protection in Operation Non-
Special Impact Environmental Requirements for Optimal Protection From Impact In Non-Special Mode Exploitation Of Vibration Environmental Vibration Requirements in Non-Essential Mode Operating Thermal Gradient (Max) Not Working Thermal Gradient (Max) EPEAT Compliance
EPEAT and the least given bronze. Energy Star is certified This means that the product meets Energy Star, which is the international standard for energy efficient consumer products. Compliance with the Consumer Health Dangerous Substances Restriction Directive (RoHS) is aimed at
limiting certain hazardous substances widely used in electrical and electronic equipment. Any product corresponding to RoHS is tested for lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), Mercury (Hg), hexavalent chromium (Hex-Cr), polybrominated biphenyls (PBB) and polybrominated diphenyl esters (PBDE).
PBB and PBDE are fire retardant used in several plastics. For cadmium and hexavalent chromium should be less than 0.01% of the substance by weight at the level of raw homogeneous materials. For lead, PBBs and PBDEs, there should be no more than 0.1% of the material when
calculating by weight in raw homogeneous materials. Any eligible RoHS component must have 100 ppm or less than mercury, and mercury should not be intentionally added to the component. In the EU, some military and medical supplies are exempt from RoHS compliance. Height (front)
(imperial) Weight - Weight of the product without packaging (net weight). If possible, pure weight is given including standard accessories and materials. Please note that sometimes the manufacturer leaves the weight of accessories and/or supplies. Wireless technology is a technology that
communicates with other devices without physical connectivity, such as radio, WiFi. LightScribe Optical disc recording technology, created by Hewlett-Packard (HP), which uses specially covered recording CD and DVD media to produce laser tags with text or graphics, as opposed to labels
and printed discs. The types of disks supported the types of disks that could be used with that device. CD-R, CD-ROM, CD-RW, DVD-R, DVD-R DL, DVD-RW, DVD-R, DVD-R DL, DVD-RAM, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW data port data port, which uses the Infrared Data Association (irDA) as the
standard for wireless communication between computer and mobile phone devices. For example, to update your list of phones on an irDA-enabled computer, you build infrared ports on each device and then transfer phone information to your computer. It's a wireless transmission, so you
don't need cable or extra software. Device Characteristics type. Displaying a display description that can include display type, resolution, size, etc. TV tuner integrated device has a built-in TV tuner. Source Testseek Summary Average Ranking Uk has collected 6 expert reviews for the
Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Black 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 768 pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4GB DDR2-SDRAM 320GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium and the average expert score is 62 out of 100. The average score reflects the opinion of the expert community on this product.
Click below and use Uk to see all the ratings, rewards and findings. Source Testseek summary Average rating Nl heeft 6 proffesionele recensies verzameld voor Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 zwart 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 768 pixels AMD Turion II Double Core 4GB DDR2-SD RAM320
HDD 7 Windows Home Premium. Het gemiddelde van deze proffesionele recensies is 62 van de 100. De gemiddelde score geeft aan hoe profesionals dit product waarderen. Click hierander om naar testeek te gaan en voor alle productbeoordelingen, -testen en-conclusies. Source
Testseek Summary Average rating Fr recueilli 6 avis d'experts pour Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Noir 40.6 cm (16) 1366 1 768 pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4 Go DDR2-SDRAM 320 Go Disque dur Windows 7 Home Premium et la note moyenne est 62 sur 100. Le score moyen refl'te
l'avis de la communaute des experts sur se produit. Cliquez sur l'onglet ci-dessous et utilisez Testseek pour voir les notes, les prix de produits et les findings. Source Testseek Summary Average Rating De Hat 6 Expertenmeinungen sber Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Schwartz 40.6 cm
(16 zol) 1366 x 768 Pixel AMD Turion II Double Core 4GB DDR2-SDRAM 320 GB Festplatte Windows 7 Home Premium eingeholt. Das duchschnittliche Epertenrating ist 62 von 100. Die durchschnittlich erreichte Punktezahl gibt die Meinung der Expertencommunity zber das Produkt
Wieder. Klicken Sie unten und nutzen Sie Testseek um alle Beurteilungen, Produktauszeichnungen und Schlussfolgerungen sehen zu k'nnen. Source Testseek summary Average rating Testseek ha raccolto 6 recensioni da parte di esperti per Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Nero 40.6 cm
(16) 1366 x x768 Pixel AMD Turion II Dual Core 4GB DDR2-SDRAM 320GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium e la valutazione media da parte degli esperti and di 62 su 100. The tale of the media riflette l'opinione della comunite degli esperti about questo prodotto. Fate clic qui sotto e usate
Testseek per visualizzare tutte le the awards received by the product and the conclusions. Источник Testseek резюме Средний рейтинг Es has coleccionado 6 6 de expertos para Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Negro 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 768 Pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4GB
DDR2-SDRAM 320 GB Unidad de disco duro Windows 7 Home Premium y la calificaci'n media es 62 de 100. El promedio de la calificaceon refleja la opini'n de la comuniudad de los expertos referente aeste producto. Haga click abajo y use Testseek para poder ver todas las calificaciones,
galardones y ce conclusions del producto. Source Testseek Summary Average rating Dk har samlet 6 ekspertanmeldelser for Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Sort 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 7 7 7 68 pixels AMD Turion II Dual Core 4GB DDR2-SDRAM 320GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium
og den gennemsnitlige ekspertbed'mmelse er 62 af 100. Den gennemsnitlige score reflekterer ekspertpanelets opfattelse af dette produkt. Click nedenfor og brug Dk for se alle bed'mmelser, produkter og konklusioner. Source Testseek Summary Average Rating Se har samlat in 6
experttester f'r Toshiba Satellite L505D-GS6000 Svart 40.6 cm (16) 1366 x 7 68 pixlar AMD Turion II Dual Core 4GB DDR2-SDRAM 320GB HDD Windows 7 Home Premium och genomsnittliga betyget yr 62 av 100. Det genomsnittliga betyget reflekterar experternas samlade syn p'denna
produkt. Clique nedanf'r och anv'nd se f'r att se alla betyg, utm'rkelser och kommentarer. Source Review Comments Assessment pcmag.com Entry-level Toshiba Satellite L505D-ES5025 ($829.98 list), sold at Staples, evolves from its predecessor, the L505D-S5996 satellite ($580.00 list),
by bringing another 1GB of memory to the batch, revitalizing the AMD Turion II processor and accompanying ... The seated, bright 15.6-inch display. 802.11n Wi-Fi. Big, bulky design. Poor battery life. Below the average keyboard. Grim audio output. You can find faster, better designed, and
more running inexpensive laptops than the Toshiba Satellite L505D-ES5025... electronicsme.com Toshiba Satellite L505D-S5983 is a 15.6 wide-screen budget-class laptop. It features a dual-core AMD Athlon II M300 processor, a DDR2 3GB memory and a 320GB hard drive. Other
features include the ATI Radeon 4100 GPU, the DVD M... The Toshiba Satellite L505D-S5983 is an excellent value, and makes the perfect student laptop. It can handle multimedia entertainment as well as student apps with ease. Toshiba has done a good job of offering an excellent set of
features at a budget price. Teh... pcmag.com As we've seen more and more lately, buying a budget laptop doesn't mean you have to sacrifice tons of performance or features. Don't expect you to get for $1K, but for $600 you have to get smooth handling, decent hard drive sizes, and a
fairy... Price. There aren't many ports. No Blu-ray. Poor performance. At $580, the Toshiba Satellite L505D-S5996 laptop may seem like a steal, but its poor performance and feature set still disappoint... pcmag.com Toshiba Satellite ($599.98 list) is a fairly durable laptop, but users need to
understand its limitations. Compared to similar prices, $600 budget budget The satellite matches very well. But line it up against multimedia... Low price. It has a 16-inch widescreen widescreen high-definition screen. Bad multimedia performance, don't even try to play high-quality games.
You'll definitely get what you pay for with the underserved Toshiba satellite L505D-S6947... Here we show only images of sponsored products that have joined Open Icecat because images of products can be copyrighted. Icecat can help you get the permissions you need or implement a
brand digital rights management policy. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specifications. 871737144112 Newstar Cable Sock (show image) Here, we show only product images of brand sponsors who have joined Open Icecat
as product images can be copyrighted. Icecat can help you get the permissions you need or implement a brand digital rights management policy. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specifications. ns-ls100 silver newstar
ipad/notebook stand (show image) Here, we only show product pictures of sponsored brands that joined the open Icecat as product images may be subject to copyright. Icecat can help you get the permissions you need or implement a brand digital rights management policy. Sign in to view
all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specifications. 871737141593 Newstar laptop table mount (show image) Here, we show only product images of brand sponsors who have joined Open Icecat as product images can be subject to copyright.
Icecat can help you get the permissions you need or implement a brand digital rights management policy. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specifications. Ctp1-9e v7 professional toploader 16 laptop case (show image) Here,
we show only product images of brand sponsors who have joined Open Icecat as product images can be subject to copyright. Icecat can help you get the permissions you need or implement a brand digital rights management policy. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full
Icecat subscription to download product specifications. ns-vgalock newstar vga locking 2-meter cable (show image) Here, we show only product images of sponsors of brands that have joined Open Icecat as product images can be subject to copyright. Icecat can help you get the
permissions you need or implement your policy digital brand rights. Sign in to view all product specifications or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specifications. ktt800d2/2g Kingston Specific Memory System Technology 2gb sodimm ddr2-800 Memory Module 1 x 2GB
800 mHz Recommended Recommended
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